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Introduction

Do you know how to ride a bicycle? Do you still have the manual that taught you?

I have asked many people these questions. Most answer yes to the first, but I have never heard assent to the second. I think the reason for this is obvious. We don’t learn how to ride a bicycle from a manual: we learn how to ride it intuitively. We sit on the saddle, we start to pedal, we fall off at first, but we practise some more and then almost by magic, we find that we can ride it successfully.

So we don’t need an instruction manual to teach us how to ride a bicycle: instead we just use our intuition. The aim of Financial Management for Business is therefore to provide you with an intuitive understanding of how business works and how to succeed at it. The idea is not for me to teach you: it is for you to teach yourself, and so I also call this approach Amplifying Intuition.

What about the book’s subtitle, Cracking the Hidden Code? Is this just over-enthusiastic marketing? In fact it is an exact description of the challenge faced by anyone who wants to succeed in business. There is a hidden code that links all aspects of an enterprise, whether it is a multinational corporation or a neighbourhood grocery store. This code is often presumed and sometimes neglected, but if you don’t understand it you will be forever vulnerable, which means that you may go bankrupt and destroy your business overnight.

But you don’t have to own a business in order to read this book, because it is also intended for students, managers and the public.

Students of business at the outset of their careers are nowadays presented with an impressively professional syllabus. When I started work in the 1970s, management education was almost non-existent: one simply learned on the job. However, this greater professionalism is sometimes gained at the expense of specialisation: there is a real danger that today’s business students may not see the wood for the trees. So in this book I have tried to provide a perspective that may help them to survey the whole forest from above.

Managers of companies, whether modest or multinational, know that their profession is both a science and an art. The scientific side involves aspects such as the rules of accountancy, while the artistic side includes the gut-feel of marketing. These are very different skills and they are often performed by different people, some of whom rarely talk to each other. But both of them are vital if a business is to survive and thrive and so I hope that these chapters will help to build a bridge between them.

Members of the public who are not directly involved with business are nevertheless inextricably intertwined with it, whether as consumers, investors or pension-holders. Every few years a large company goes bankrupt and those who have invested in it lose their money. Their distress at this outcome is often exacerbated by
the clear recollection that it announced record profits just a few months earlier. Almost all of us therefore share an interest in understanding why these profits are not the same as real cash in the bank, and so my third aim is simply to explain to interested members of the public how the rules of financial management operate.

You can find out more about these simulation models at www.fm-fb.com and this will also enable you to determine whether you are entitled to access them. For the benefit of those readers without such access I have included many explanatory screen-shots. These will enable you to follow the argument with your analytical rather than your intuitive capabilities – with the left half of your brain as opposed to the right.

Some readers will find it easier to benefit from these online models than others. If you were born after about 1990 then you have grown up in the internet age and you are therefore what Marc Prensky has memorably described as a ‘Digital Native’. You are used to playing video games and mastering software immediately and so you will find these simulations very simple to operate. However, if you were born rather earlier then you are a ‘Digital Immigrant’ and the experience may be somewhat more demanding. There may also exist ‘Digital Refugees’ who will find these models very hard going indeed, but then they have probably already decided not to read this book.

If you can access the simulation models then I would emphasise the benefit of doing so while you are reading these chapters. There are many books about learning to ski, but you cannot expect to excel in that ambition without also visiting the slopes. In this sense we can use the internet as if it were a ski-school or a flight simulator. It is a place where you can make mistakes without suffering the consequences.

Once you have run your own simulated company and watched it go bankrupt while you are simultaneously declaring healthy profits, you will not need anyone to explain to you how this can happen: it will have become entirely obvious to you. And however galling you may find the experience, rest assured that it is less painful to go bankrupt with simulated money than with actual funds, just as it is less painful to fall on the beginners’ slopes than on a black run, or to crash a virtual aircraft instead of a real one.

I hope this experience will also give you the confidence to see that the diagrams in this book and on the website are not simply theoretical depictions. They are instead direct representations of business reality. So if you can control them successfully, you will have every chance of succeeding in the real business world.

Kingston-upon-Thames, January 2010
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